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ABSTRACT  

Significant effort has been directed in recent years towards the realization of immersion lithography at 193nm 
wavelength. Immersion lithography is likely a key enabling technology for the production of critical layers for 45nm and 
32nm design rule (DR) devices. In spite of the significant progress in immersion lithography technology, there remain 
several key technology issues, with a critical issue of immersion lithography process induced defects. The benefits of the 
optical resolution and depth of focus, made possible by immersion lithography, are well understood. Yet, these benefits 
cannot come at the expense of increased defect counts and decreased production yield. Understanding the impact of the 
immersion lithography process parameters on wafer defects formation and defect counts, together with the ability to 
monitor, control and minimize the defect counts down to acceptable levels is imperative for successful introduction of 
immersion lithography for production of advanced DR’s. In this report, we present experimental results of immersion 
lithography defectivity analysis focused on topcoat layer thickness parameters and resist bake temperatures. Wafers were 
exposed on the 1150i-α-immersion scanner and 1200B Scanner (ASML), defect inspection was performed using a DUV 
inspection tool (UVisionTM, Applied Materials). Defect material analysis was performed for different defects. Higher 
sensitivity was demonstrated at DUV through detection of small defects not detected at the visible wavelength, 
indicating on the potential high sensitivity benefits of DUV inspection for this layer. The analysis indicates that certain 
types of defects are associated with different immersion process parameters. This type of analysis at DUV wavelengths 
would enable the optimization of immersion lithography processes, thus enabling the qualification of immersion 
processes for volume production.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Lithography has been traditionally at the forefront of wafer manufacturing technology. In the sub-wavelength era, where 
the smallest printed features are smaller than the illuminating wavelength, lithography is facing increasingly complex 
challenges arising from design rule (DR) shrinkage, the introduction of new processes and the tightening of the process 
windows. Design rule shrinkage leads to smaller killer defects, and the introduction of new processes leads to the 
formation of new defect types, most recently immersion related defects. The significant progress in lithography 
technology has been made through increase of the scanner projection lens numerical aperture (NA), and the use of 
shorter illumination wavelengths, ranging from 365nm (Hg i-line) through 248nm (KrF) and down to 193nm (ArF) [1]. 
The significant progress in lithography technology has also introduced new challenges associated with production yield, 
as defects as small as half of the DR can have a strong impact the yield. Consequently, lithography steps are followed by 
critical monitoring for pattern registration, critical dimension measurements, and defect inspection, to carefully monitor 
the production process and to minimize the deleterious impact on the yield. Consequently, lithography steps are followed 
by critical monitoring for pattern registration, critical dimension measurements, and defect inspection, to carefully 
monitor the production process and to minimize the detrimental impact of process excursions on the production yield. 
When excursions are identified, the resist layer will be stripped and lithography be reworked to avoid yield loss. It is for 
these reasons that lithography defect inspection is becoming critical for yield  



Significant effort has been made in recent years towards realization of immersion lithography to enable extending optics 
lithography down to the 32nm node [2 - 3]. While significant progress in immersion lithography has been made, several 
key technology issues must be addressed, including the critical issue of immersion lithography process induced defects. 
Clearly, the benefits of the immersion lithography, such as optical resolution and depth of focus, cannot be traded with 
increased defect counts and decreased production yield. Hence, it will be necessary to monitor and control, as well as to 
minimize, immersion lithography defects counts down to acceptable levels. Understanding the role of immersion 
lithography parameters on defects formation, types and counts is essential. This in turn presents new challenges for 
inspection tools for lithography immersion layers. In particular, high sensitivity detection schemes would be required to 
detect small, low contrast, immersion lithography defects.  

By and large, optical inspection systems are divided into bright field (BF) and scattered light or off-axis collection (3D) 
schemes. For a BF scheme the detection sensitivity generally depends on the optical resolution that is proportional to 
λ/NA, where λ is the illuminating wavelength. It follows that in general, a DUV tool will have higher resolution than a 
UV or visible wavelengths tools with similar NA's. Scattered light schemes are generally used for inspection of memory 
arrays, often combined withspatial filtering techniques. Here, larger defect scattering cross-section is generally observed 
at DUV compared with UV or visible wavelengths. It is for these reasons that advanced inspection tools are introducing 
shorter wavelengths, following the wavelength trends of lithography tools. Further, it is advantageous that optical 
inspection systems will combine both BF and 3D schemes, to provide high detection sensitivity for a variety of defect 
types and patterns.  

In this paper we report on the role of immersion lithography parameters on defects types and counts as detected at the 
DUV wavelength (266nm), with the objectives of a) characterizing the benefits of DUV inspection on immersion 
lithography layers, and b) characterizing the immersion defectivity of lithography layers as a function of the photoresist 
type, with and without topcoat, post apply bake (PAB) temperatures and wet vs. dry exposures. This paper is organized 
as follows: Section 2 describes the work methodology; results are presented in Section 3 and discussed in Section 4.  

2. METHODOLOGY  

2.1 Test Wafers Preparation  

A set of 25 test wafers was prepared at Albany Nanotech complex for the tests. The immersion wafers were exposed 
using the 1150i-α immersion scanner (ASML). The dry wafers were exposed using the 1200 dry scanner (ASML). The 
printed pattern consisted of a dense lines/spaces structure with 110nm half pitch, which was prepared using two different 
types of photoresist, with and without TC, and processed at three PAB temperatures, as shown schematically Fig. 1:  

Table. 1. Test wafer parameters used for the tests.   

 



The immersion and dry scanner parameters and test wafer parameters are presented in Table 1:  

Table. 1. Immersion and dry scanner parameters and test wafer parameters used for the tests.  

ASML 1150i at 50mm/s scan speed Scanner 
ASML 1200B at 320mm/s scan speed 

Reticle AttPSM, 110nm line/space structure, 4×4 array  
Settings 2/3 Ann.; σi=0.55; σo=0.85; NA=0.75; optimal dose and focus  
Track Online: TEL-Lithius  
Substrate Virgin silicon wafers, pre-count <50 (@ 120nm sensitivity)  
BARC 90nm, PAB @ 215°C, 60s  

200nm; PAB @ 120°C, 60s; PEB @ 110°C, 60s Resist POR 
200nm; PAB @ 110°C, 60s; PEB @ 120°C, 90s  

Top coat 30nm, PAB @ 90°C, 60s  
Developer Standard with surfactant, DI water rinse  

 

2.2 Wafer Inspection and Defect Review  

Defect inspection was performed using a BF/3D DUV inspection tool (UVisionTM, Applied Materials). A simplified 
schematic layout of the tool is shown in Fig. 2. A DUV 266nm CW laser is used as the light source, to enable high 
optical resolution in BF mode, and high scattering cross-section in 3D mode. A multi-beam scanning module splits the 
incoming laser beam into an array of parallel scanning beams to enable high scanning rate and high throughput (TPT). A 
high NA objective lens is used to focus the scanning beams onto the wafer. A telescope turret (not shown) enables the 
selection of the illumination spot size to optimize the detection TPT per each DOI. The reflected and the scattered light 
are directed towards the BF channel and the 3D channel. Arrays of photomultiplier tubes (PMT) detectors are used to 
enable high sensitivity high data rate detection. Polarization control modules are used to control the illumination 
polarization and the BF and 3D collection polarization for optimal light penetration into the structure and noise 
suppression to enhance the detection sensitivity [2]. Spatial filtering in the 3D channel is realized by using Customized 
Light CollectionTM (CLC, not shown).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. A schematic layout of the UVisionTM DUV inspection tool.  

 

SEM review for defect classification and defect material analysis was performed (SemVision G2TM, Applied Materials). 
Prior to the DUV inspection, a DUV damage test was performed on the lithography layers to set the illumination 
conditions. No apparent damage to the pattern was observed.  
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3. RESULTS  

3.1 Defect Review and Classification  

The DUV inspection tool defect maps were used to perform SEM defect review and classification. A variety of defects 
was detected on the immersion wafers, as shown in Fig. 3. As apparent, both immersion and non-immersion specific 
Defect of Interested (DOI) were detected, with defects as small as ~30nm being detected, indicating on the high 
detection sensitivity at the DUV wavelength on such layers.  

 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. SEM images and defect classification.  

3.2 Defect Count Trends  

Figure 4 presents defect count trends for different immersion parameters.  

 

Fig. 4. Defect count trends.  



The following are observed:  

• Lowest defect count using resist 2 is observed when no TC is used and the system is exposed on a dry scanner. With 
TC, still exposing dry, increases the defect count by five fold. Surprisingly, in this experiment, the wet exposure of 
the resist with TC had two fold lower defect count than the dry exposure on the same resist.  

• Comparing the effect of PAB on defectivity for the two resists shows a strong impact on the total defect count for 
resist 1 and a smaller effect for resist 2. While low PAB significantly improves the defectivity for resist 1, resist 2 
shows a slight increase in total defect count at low PAB. PAB in both cases affects the total defect count but not the 
random defect count.  

 Figure 5 presents a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) analysis for the inspection tool parameters used for the tests. As shown, 
for all defect types, highest SNR was achieved with the 3D channel with 120-160nm pixel, together using polarization 
control and spatial filtering (CLC). 

 

Fig. 5. Signal-to-Noise Ratio analysis for the inspection tool parameters used for the tests.  

 

3.3 PAB Effects  

The defect count distributions for the Resist 1 POR and the Resist 2 POR as a function of the PAB temperature are 
shown in Fig. 6 and 7, respectively.  

 

Fig. 6. Defect count distribution as a function of the PAB temperature resist 1 POR.  



 

Fig. 7. Defect count distribution as a function of the PAB temperature resist 2 POR. 

 

The following are observed:  

• Resist1 POR - Lower defect count with lower PAB temperature is a result of higher protrusion cluster defects 
observed at POR bake condition, while low PAB temperature shows comparable count for the rest of defect types.  

• Resist 2 POR - Comparable defect count for all classes except protrusion cluster which are higher for low PAB 
conditions. 

3.4 Photoresist Effects  

The photoresist effects on defect count are shown in Fig. 8.  

 

Fig. 8. Photoresist effects. 

Random defect counts are comparable. The difference in total defect count mainly due to differences in protrusion 
cluster defects.  

 



3.5 Immersion Exposure vs. Dry Exposure  

As seen in figure 4, the lowest defect count on resist 2 is observed with dry exposure without TC. Both exposures of 
resist 2 (wet and dry) with TC have larger defect count, with the dry exposure having significantly higher defect count 
than the wet exposure. We want to further examine this point by including the classification details. The total defect 
count and the defect count distribution for the immersion and dry exposures are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively 

 

Fig. 9. Total defect count for the immersion and dry exposures.  

 

Fig. 10. Defect count distribution for the immersion and dry exposures.  

 

• Dry exposure defect density without TC showed lower defect density compared to the immersion exposure. 

• Dry exposure with TC showed higher defect density (2x) than immersion exposure or dry exposure without TC.  

• Dominant defect types for immersion exposure: Bridge, Particles and Protrusion. Protrusion is unique to 
immersion, not observed to significant degree with dry 

• Unique defect type for dry with topcoat was line width distortion. 

 

 



The relative defect count distribution for the dry exposure with and without TC is shown in Fig. 11.  

 

Fig. 11. Relative defect count distribution for the dry exposure with and without TC. 

• Topcoat defects, dry exposure: 

o High defect counts observed with dry exposure and with TC (5x) compare with dry w/o TC.  

o Line thinning defect type dominant (~60%) with TC, almost no line thinning defect observed with dry w/o 
TC.  

o Low defect counts observed without TC and dry exposure. Very few line slimming defects, mostly 
particles  

 

Fig. 12. Defect count distribution for the immersion and dry exposures with TC.  

 

By comparing immersion with topcoat to dry with topcoat, we can note that the line slimming defect is unique to 
dry expose while protrusion is the dominant defect for immersion expose. 

 



4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS  

In this study on the defect levels observed for two resist types with immersion lithography processing, we observed 
similar types of defects for the two materials, but in different counts, with resist 2 showing 3× lower total count relative 
to resist 1 at their respective vendor-recommended PAB condition. At reduced PAB temperature of 80°C, the defect 
level of resist 1 substantially improved to the level of resist 2. Resist 2 showed ~.5× higher defects at the lower PAB 
temperature than at its vendor-recommended PAB temperature. Thus, the two materials behave quite differently in 
immersion exposure, indicating on the need to optimize the PAB process for each resist in order to minimize defects 
with immersion exposure. The dominant defect type for all of the baking conditions is the protrusion defect. Possibly, 
the solvent content of the resist is related to the protrusion defect formation by modifying the acid leaching behavior.  

In comparing resist 2 with immersion exposure vs. dry exposure we observed that protrusion defects were the dominant 
type for immersion, whereas this type was a minor defect for dry exposure, both when a TC was used for dry and when a 
TC was omitted during dry exposure. This would indicate that the protrusion defect may be a characteristic defect of 
immersion processing.  

In Fig. 4 we observed that the defect count on wafers using resist 2 with TC was larger when exposed on the dry scanner 
than when exposed on the wet scanner. The defect classification in Fig. 11 indicates that this effect was mainly driven by 
line slimming defects as shown in Fig. 13. The key to explain the origin of this defect lies in the fact that it is more 
prevailing in the dry exposure than in the wet exposure. In Refs [4-5] it was shown that defects originating from bubbles 
in the TC material that would refract the light, due to the index of refraction of TC compared to water, in a way that line 
slimming would be observed. Assuming this being the source of the observed defect, we can explain the difference in 
occurrence with wet or dry exposure, based on the change of index of refraction between water and TC, compared to air 
and TC.   

Fig. 13. Line slimming defect.  

In order to compare the effect of a bubble in the TC on the resist image in dry and wet exposures, a scanner aerial image 
was simulated in the presence of a TC lens-type defect, 300nm in size, for the immersion and dry exposures, as shown in 
Fig. 11. The TC-bubble is filled either with air or water, for dry or immersion exposures, respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Cross section through the resist stack with the TC-lens defect. For the immersion exposure the TC-bubble is filled 
and surrounded with water (left), for the dry exposure with air (right).  
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A commercial SW (PanoramicTM) was used to generate resist profiles for the immersion and dry exposures. The result is 
shown in Fig. 12. As can be seen for the wet case, the pattern below the TC lens is nearly unaffected. In the dry case, the 
area below the center of the TC-lens is over exposed while the area below the edge of the TC-lens is under exposed, 
similar to the line slimming defect shown in Fig. 10. The effect of a TC-lens immersed in water is less severe than that of 
the same lens in air, due to the smaller index of refraction difference between the TC and the water compared to the TC 
and air. It appears that the immersion exposure is less sensitive to process imperfections than dry exposure regarding this 
defect. Dry exposure of a resist system with TC is therefore a preferable test to detect such TC inhomogeneities over wet 
exposure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Simulated resist profiles for TC defects for the immersion and dry exposure. Dotted line indicates the position of 
the TC lens.  

To conclude, an immersion defectivity analysis was performed using a BF/3D DUV inspection tool. High detection 
sensitivity was shown on these layers, attributed to the use of DUV illumination combined with polarization control and 
low noise detection. The analysis indicates that certain types of defects are associated with different immersion process 
parameters. We expect that this type of analysis at DUV wavelengths would enable the optimization of immersion 
lithography processes, thus enabling the qualification of immersion lithography processes for volume production.  
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